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ВВЕДЕНИЕ 

Учебное пособие предназначено для студентов первого и второго 

курсов по специальности «Компьютерная безопасность» факультета ком-

пьютерных и фундаментальных наук очной формы обучения и составлено 

в соответствии с требованиями программы по иностранному языку для 

студентов неязыковых вузов. Цель данного учебного пособия – подгото-

вить студентов к практической деятельности, умению работать с литерату-

рой по специальности.  

Пособие состоит из двух частей, первая часть включает тексты и уп-

ражнения по теме «Fundamental arithmetical operations», вторая - тексты с 

упражнениями на тему «Network and system security», а также тексты для 

самостоятельной работы. В учебном пособии представлены тексты для 

изучающего и ознакомительного чтения, слова и выражения для активного 

владения, система упражнений на словообразование, на снятие семантиче-

ских и лексических трудностей. Тестовые задания предназначены для кон-

троля усвоения лексико-грамматического материала, для проверки и 

оценки понимания содержания текста.  

Тексты учебного пособия составлены на основе адаптированных ста-

тей, взятых из зарубежных научных журналов.  

Учебное пособие соответствует всем требованиям, предъявляемым к 

учебному материалу подобного типа, и может быть рекомендовано к изда-

нию и использованию в учебном процессе при подготовке студентов спе-

циалитета, обучающихся по техническим специальностям.  
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PART ONE 

FUNDAMENTAL ARITHMETICAL OPERATIONS 

Text 1 

SOME FACTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUMBER SYSTEM 

 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text 

Our present number system has not always been so fully developed as it is 

today. The number system is closely connected with early prehistoric man and 

with the most recent discoveries in atomic science. 

But there was a time when man did not know how to count. The origin of 

number and counting is hidden behind countless prehistoric ages (1). No one 

knows when counting first began. Before man learned to count, he probably 

used names of signs for each person or thing. It is believed that the early shep-

herds would call their sheep by name in order to determine if any of them were 

missing (2). Counting represents a very important milestone in the progress of 

civilization. Of course, there were no number names at first; so counters were 

used. For counters man used sticks, pebbles (3), his fingers, and in some in-

stances, his toes too. In fact, the word calculus (4) comes from the Latin, mean-

ing "pebble", our numerals are called digits from the Latin word, meaning 

"finger". 

The early shepherd probably learned that, instead of calling his sheep by 

name, he could lay aside a pebble for each sheep as he led them to the corral for 

the night and thus learned if any of them had been lost. 

It is possible to mention only a few important achievements in the his- to-

ry of mathematics. Historical records give evidence of the astronomical and 

arithmetical achievements of the early Babylonians, Sumerians and Chinese. 

Somewhere in the distant past man learned that number was useful for civilized 

living. As early as 5700 B. C. (5) predecessors of the Babylonians had calendar 

and a type of practical arithmetic. 

One of the greatest mathematicians of recorder history was the Greek Ar-

chimedes (287 - 212 B. C.) who developed a dynamic mathematics which could 

be applied to the laws of nature. 

Going to the Renaissance period, we find the tribes of Moslems coming to 

Europe, bringing with them the culture of many civilizations, including a strange 

number system acquired from Hindus. 

Only about 300 years ago a great mathematician and philosopher, Rene 

Descartes (1596 - 1650), represented a number pair by points. This creation 

made possible the great advance in science and mathematics during the 18th 

century. In 1648 one of the greatest minds of all times Isaac Newton was born 

(1642-1727), Newton was one of the inventors of the calculus which is now 
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studied by college students who are seriously interested in mathematics or phys-

ical science. 

Few discoveries in world science can equal the discoveries of 

Lobachevsky (1792 - 1856). Like Archimedes, Galileo, Copernicus and Newton, 

he is one of those who laid the foundations of science. Lobachevsky created one 

of the greatest masterpieces of mathematics non-Euclidean geometry. 

Our number system uses only the symbols 0, I, 2, 9, it has base ten and 

positional notation (6).  Thus  any integer can be expressed with these symbols 

in various combinations and arrangements, The base of our system is ten. Ten is 

probably the base because we have ten fingers and the fingers were used in the 

early stages of counting. 

It is not known when or by whom zero (naught) was invented. Historians 

think that zero was introduced by the Hindus or the Babylonians (7) not later 

than in the 9th century A.D. (8) and probably as early as the 2nd century BC. 

The invention of zero and our number system is one of the greatest achieve-

ments of the human race, without which the progress of science, industry and 

commerce could be impossible. The new system was introduced in Europe by 

the Arabs, or Moslems at about the beginning of the 10th century. These new 

numbers were used, and finally, after about five centuries the decimal system 

won the battle. 
 

Notes: 

1.  - доисторические времена  

2.  - не отсутствуют ли какие-нибудь из них  

3.  - булыжники  

4.  - исчисление  

5.  - до Рождества Христова  

6.  - позиционное обозначение  

7.  - жители Вавилона  

8.  - наша эра 

 

 

 

Exercise 2. Divide the text into logical parts. Entitle each of them. 

 

Exercise 3.  Prove the following statements: 

1. Counting hasn't always existed in the life of people. 

2. Counting is a milestone in the progress of civilization. 

3. Ancient people used not only numbers but various things for counting.  

4. The calendar was invented by the predecessors of the Babylonians.  
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5. Greeks have made a great contribution into the development counting and 

mathematics on the whole.  

6. Nickolay Lobachevsky's discoveries in mathematics are among the most out-

standing ones.  

7. Positional notation is of great importance in modern number system.  

 

 Remember the pronunciation of the following names 

Таблица 1 

Arabs [ˈærəbz] арабы 

Babylonians [bæbiˈlouni:ənz] вавилоняне 

Chinese [tʃaɪˈniːz] китайцы 

Hindus [ˈhɪnˈduːz] индусы 

Moslems [ˈmozlemz] мусульмане 

Sumerians [ˈs     miəriənz] шумеры 

Archimedes [a(r)kəˈmi:dəz] Архимед 

Copernicus [kouˈpə:rnikəs] Коперник 

Galileo [ˈgæəli:o] Галилео Галилей 

Lobachevsky [lobə’chefski] Лобачевский 

Isaac Newton [‘aizək ‘ny     tn] Исаак Ньютон 

Rene Descartes [reˈnə deiˈka:t] Рене Декарт 

 

 

Text 2 

INTRODUCTION TO THE REAL – NUMBER SYSTEM 

Active vocabulary 

To assume – предполагать 

Concept – понятие 

To contain – содержать 

Convenience – удобство 

To fall into – подразделятся, распадаться на 

Field axiom – аксиома поля 

Completeness axiom – аксиома завершенности 

Integer – целое число 

Irrational – иррациональный 

Nonempty – непустой 

Notation – система записи 

Order axiom – аксиома порядка 
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Property – свойство 

Real number – действительное число 

To refer to – ссылаться на 

Quotient – частное 

Set – множество 

Subset – подмножество 

Undefined – неопределенный 

 

 Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text 

Mathematical analysis studies concept related in some way to real num-

bers, so we begin our study of analysis with the real numbers system. 

Several methods are used to introduce real numbers. One method starts 

with the positive integers 1, 2, 3…… as undefined concept and uses them to 

build a larger system, the positive rational numbers (quotients of positive inte-

gers), their negatives, and zero. The rational numbers, in turn, are then used to 

construct the irrational numbers, real numbers like    and   which are real 

number system. 

Although these matters are an important part of the foundations of math-

ematics, they will not be described in detail here. As a matter of fact, in most 

phases of analysis it is only the properties of real numbers that concerns us, 

rather than the methods used to construct them.  

For convenience, we use some elementary set notation and terminology. 

Let S denote a set (a collection of objects). The notation     means that the 

objects x is in the set, and we writ     e to indicate that x is not in S. 

A set S is said to be a subset of T, and we write    , if every object in 

S is also in T. A set is called nonempty if it contains at least one the object. 

We assume there exists a nonempty set R of objects, called real numbers, 

which satisfy ten axioms. The axioms fall in a natural way into three groups 

which we refer as the field axioms, order axioms, completeness axioms (also 

called the upper-bound axioms or the axioms of continuity).  

 

NOTE!                                               

                              

                    ’                  
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Exercise 2.  

 Change the following sentences from the Active Voice into the Passive voice 

1. We study mathematical analysis.  

2. We use these numbers in algebra.  

3. We won't use negative numbers in arithmetic.  

4. They will describe this system in the     chapter. 

5. We’ll begin our study with some concepts.  

6. S denotes a collection of objects.  

7. We'll construct irrational numbers with the help of rational numbers. 

 

Exercise 3. Give the Russian equivalents of the following English words and 

word combinations 

1. notation                                       9. a quotient 

2. real numbers                               10. a concept 

3. real – number system                  11. a set 

4. integer                                         12. a subset 

5. a rational number                        13. a nonempty set 

6. an irrational number                    14. an object 

7. a positive number                        15. zero 

8. negative number                          16. a square root 

 

Exercise 4.    Give the English equivalents of the following words and 

word combinations 

 

        Система действительных чисел, неопределенное понятие, не-

пустое множество, система обозначения множества, рациональные 

числа, иррациональные числа, положительные числа, отрицатель-

ные числа, математический анализ.  

 

Exercise 5.     Answer the following questions on the text 

 

   1. What does mathematical analysis study?  

   2. What numbers are used to construct the irrational numbers?  

   3. What numbers constitute the real-number system?  

   4. What set is called the set of real numbers? 

   5. How many groups do axioms, which are satisfied by natural num-

bers, fall into?  
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   6. What is a nonempty set? Give the examples of nonempty sets in 

everyday life.  

   7. When can a set be a subset of another set?  

   8. What does a notation     mean?

 

Text 3 

RATIONAL AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS 

Active vocabulary 

Average – средняя величина (значение) 

To be familiar with – познакомиться с 

To contradict – противоречить 

To denote – обозначать 

Equation – уравнение 

Factor – множитель, фактор 

Factorization – разложение на множители 

To imply – подразумевать 

Infinitely – бесконечно 

To lie between – располагаться между 

Multiple – кратное число 

To note – помнить, иметь ввиду 

To obtain – получать 

Perfect square – абсолютный, полный квадрат 

Proof – доказательство 

To prove – доказывать 

Side – сторона (в уравнении) 

To suppose – предполагать 

  

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text 

 Quotients of integers a/b (where b 0) are called rational numbers. For 

example, ½, -7/5, and 6 are rational numbers. The set of rational numbers, which 

we denote by Q, contains Z as a subset. The students of mathematics should 

note that all the field axioms and the order axioms are satisfied by Q. 

 We assume that every student of mathematical department of universities 

is familiar with certain elementary properties of rational numbers. For exam-

ple, if a and b are rational numbers, their average (a+b)/2 is also rational and 

lies between a and b. Therefore, between any two rational numbers there are 
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infinitely many rational numbers, which implies that is we are given a certain 

rational number we cannot speak of the  next largest  rational number.  

 Real number that are note rational are called irrational. For example, 

       are irrational. 

 Ordinarily it is not too easy to prove that some particular number is irra-

tional. There is no simple proof, for example, of irrationality of   . However, 

the irrationality of certain numbers such as    is not too difficult to establish 

and, in fact, we can easily prove the following theorem: 

 If n is a positive integer which is not a perfect square, then     is irra-

tional. 

Proof. Suppose first than n contains no square factor > 1. We assume that  

    is rational and obtain a contradiction. Let      = a/b, where a and b are 

integers having no factor in common. Then        and, since the left side of 

this equation is a multiple of n, so too is   . However, if    is a multiple of n, a 

itself must be a multiple of n, since n has no square factors > 1. (This is easily 

seen by examining factorization of a into its prime factors.) This means that a 

= cn, where c is some integer. Then the equation        becomes     

    , or       . The same argument shows that b must be also a multiple of 

n. Thus, a and b are both multiples of n, which contradicts the fact that they 

have no factors in common. This completes the proof if n has no square factor 

> 1. 

If n has a square factor, we can write      , where k > 1 and k has no 

square factor > 1. Then       , and if    were rational, the number 

   would also be rational, contradicting that was just proved.  

 

               a/b      is read  a over b  

               b 0    is read  b is not equal to 

zero  

NOTE!   1/2      is read  one second  

               -7/5     is read  minus seven fifth  

             (a+b)/2 is read  a plus b divided by 

two  

                        is read  e to the power    
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Exercise 2.  Give the English equivalents of the following Russian 

words and word combinations 

Отношения целых, множитель, абсолютный квадрат, аксиома поряд-

ка, разложение на множители, уравнение, частное, рациональное число, 

элементарные свойства, определенное рациональное число, квадратный, 

противоречие, доказательство, среднее (значение). 

 

Exercise 3. Answer the questions on the text 

1. What is the average of any two real numbers? 

2. Are there infinitely many rational numbers between any two rational num-

bers? 

3. Why isn't it easy to prove that some particular number is irrational? 

4. What number is a perfect square? 

5. Why do we obtain a contradiction if we assume that    is rational? 

6. Real numbers that are not rational are called irrational, aren't they? Give the 

examples of irrational numbers. 

 

Exercise 4. Translate the following sentences into English 

1. Какие числа называются рациональными? 

2. Какие аксиомы используются для множества рациональных чисел? 

3. Сколько рациональных чисел может находиться между двумя любыми 

рациональными числами? 

4. Действительные числа, не являющиеся рациональными, относятся к 

категории иррациональных чисел. 
 

 

 

Text 4 

SIGNED NUMBERS 

(for individual work) 

 

Before starting to read the text, look through given words and word combi-

nations. 

To differ from – отличаться от 

The major difference – главное отличие 

Directed numbers – относительные числа 
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Signed numbers – числа со знаками 

It is convenient – удобно 

Absolute value – абсолютная величина 

Distance – расстояние 

 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text without using any dictionary 

Algebra differs from arithmetic in many ways. One of the major differences 

between algebra and arithmetic is the use of negative numbers in algebra. Posi-

tive and negative numbers are sometimes known as directed numbers because 

they show direction, or signed numbers, because the plus(+) and minus(-) 

signs are used with them.  

       A positive number is a number that is greater than zero, and a negative 

number is less than zero. It is convenient in algebra to use the idea of the abso-

lute value of a number. The absolute value of a number is a value of a number 

without its sign. So the absolute value of +6 is 6, and of -6 is also 6. lf the sign 

in front of the number is not given "plus" is understood. That is 6 means +6.  

Examples:   

I. lf distance east of certain point is taken as positive, distance west of that point 

is called negative.  

2. If temperature above zero is taken as positive, temperature below zero is neg-

ative. 

 

Comprehension questions. 

1. From which branch of mathematics does algebra differ in many ways? 

2. What is one of the major differences between algebra and arithmetic? 

3. Why are positive numbers sometimes known as directed numbers? 

4. Why are they known as signed numbers? 

5. What is a positive number? 

6. What is a negative number? 

7. What is the absolute value of a number? 

8. What sign is understood if no sign in front of a number is given? 

 

Exercise 2. Translate the text into English 

 

Положительными называют числа больше нуля, а отрицательными -  

числа меньше нуля. В алгебре считается удобным применение понятия 

абсолютного значения числа. Под абсолютным значением понимается 

само данное число безо всякого знака перед ним. Поэтому абсолютное 

значение, например, таких чисел как +9 и -9 одинаково и равняется 9.  

Применение в алгебре, в отличие от арифметики, отрицательных чи-

сел объясняется тем, что в алгебре существует понятие целых чисел, кото-

рые могут быть как положительными, так и отрицательными. 
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Text 5 
FRACTIONS 

Active vocabulary 

 

To cancel – сокращать 

Denominator – знаменатель 

Dividend – делимое 

Divisor – делитель 

Fraction – дробь 

Numerator – числитель 

To reduce – сокращать, преобразовывать 

To resolve – разлагать 

 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text 

The word fraction is derived from the Latin word fractio, which means to 

break.   

A fraction is the indicated quotient of two expressions. The quotient is 

usually indicated by the form a/b, which means a divided by b. The numerator 

of a fraction is the dividend and the denominator is the divisor. Fractions in 

algebra have in general the same properties as fractions in arithmetic. 

For example: in arithmetic 8/12=2/3 in algebra 5ax/5ay= x/y. A fraction in 

its lowest term is a fraction whose numerator and denominator have no common 

factor. 

To reduce a fraction to its lowest term, the rule is the same as in arithme-

tic: we resolve the numerator and denominator by the factors common to both. 

In this sense the word cancel is understood to mean the process of di- vid-

ing the numerator and denominator by the factor common to both. 

Fractions are classified as: a) common or simple or vulgar fractions in 

which numerator and denominator are both integers; b) complex fractions in 

which the numerator and denominator are themselves fractions; c) proper frac-

tions which the numerator is less than the denominator, d) improper fractions in 

which the numerator is greater than the denominator, e) mixed fractions which 

are the mixture of an integer and a proper fraction. 

A continued fraction is a fraction in which the denominator is a number 

plus another fraction, which in turn may have a denominator consisting of a 

number plus another number. 

There are also reducible and irreducible fractions, Any reducible fraction 

is a common fraction such as 4/6 in which the numerator and denominator have 

a common factor greater than the unity. Any irreducible fraction is a common 

fraction such as 27in which the numerator and denominator are relatively 

primes. 
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Exercise 2. Agree or disagree with the following statements 

1. A fraction is the indicated quotient of two expressions. 

2. A fraction in its lowest terms is a fraction whose numerator and denomi-

nator have some common factors. 

3. Fractions in algebra have in general the same properties as fractions in 

arithmetic. 

4. The numerator of a fraction is the divisor and the denominator is the divi-

dend. 

5. In order to reduce a fraction to its lowest terms we must resolve the nu-

merator and denominator by factors common to both. 

 

Exercise 3. Answer the following questions on the text  

1. What Latin word is the word  fraction  derived from? 

2. What is a fraction? 

3. In what way is the quotient usually indicated? 

4. What is a numerator of a fraction? 

5. What is a denominator of a fraction? 

6. What properties does fraction have in algebra? 

7. What types of fractions do you know? 

8. What is the difference between a proper fraction and an improper frac-

tion? 

9. What is the main peculiar feature of a continued fraction? 

10. Explain the main difference between a reducible and an irreducible frac-

tion. 

 

 

Text 6 

 

Addition and subtraction 

 

Active vocabulary 

To add – складывать 

Addend – слагаемое 

To check – проверять 

To consider – рассматривать 

To define – определять 

Difference – разность 

To express – выражать 

To interpret – интерпретировать 

Minuend – уменьшаемое 

To proceed – продолжать 
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To produce – производить 

Size – размер, величина, значение 

To signify – означать, значить 

Single – единственный, единый 

To subtract – вычитать 

Subtraction – вычитание 

Subtrahend – вычитаемое 

 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text 

ADDITION 

Positive and negative numbers are sometimes known as directed numbers 

because they signify direction. In arithmetic only undirected numbers with no 

sign in front of them are used. In algebra, the sign is considered as well as the 

size of the number. For example, in arithmetic, 7+5 = 12. The plus sign is the 

sign of operation. 

In algebra the same process becomes (+7) + (+5) = +12. The first and the 

third plus signs show direction; the second plus sign is the sign of operation. 

In algebra we add signed numbers, such as +9 and -7. The relation is ex-

pressed thus: (+9) + (-9) = +2. 

From our study of positive and negative numbers we interpret it as 9 steps 

down, which results in 2 steps up. Algebraic addition is a combination of several 

algebraic expressions into a single equivalent expression. 

 

SUBTRACTION 

Subtraction is defined as the inverse of addition. That is, to subtract a 

number a from а number b means to find a number, which, when added to a 

gives b. To subtract signed numbers, we change the sign of the subtrahend and 

proceed as in addition. 

 To subtract one algebraic expression from another, we change the signs of 

the subtrahend, and proceed as in addition. 

 To check a subtraction, we add the difference to the subtrahend; the result 

produces another quantity – the minuend. 

 Thus, if we subtract 3ab from 10ab, we obtain 7ab, for 7ab added to 3ab 

produces 10ab. 
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Exercise 2. Give the English equivalents of the following Russian words and 

word combinations 

 Вычитаемое, величина, уменьшаемое, алгебраическое сложение. 

эквивалентное выражение, вычитать, разность, сложение, складывать, сла-

гаемое, сумма, числительное, числа со знаками, относительные числа. 

 

Exercise 3. Read and write down in words the followings numerical expres-

sion 

425-25 = 400      1617+17=1634       34582+25814=60396 

730-15= 715       1215+60=1275       768903-420765=348138 

222-22=201        1511+30=1541       1634986-1359251=275735 

 

Exercise 4. Answer the questions on the text 

1. What do directed numbers signify? 

2. What  numbers are used in arithmetic? 

3. What besides the size of the number is considered in algebra? 

4. How do we interpret addition of signed numbers from our study of posi-

tive and negative numbers? 

5. What is algebraic addition? 

6. What arithmetic operation is called subtraction? 

7. Subtraction is defined as the inverse of multiplication, isn’t it? 

8. What do we do to subtract one algebraic expression from another? 

9. What do we do to check subtraction? 

10.  We add only signed numbers in algebra, don’t we? 

 

 

Text 7 

Multiplication and division 

Active vocabulary 

To divide – разделить 

Division – деление 

Expression – выражение 

Factor – множитель 

Inverse – обратная 

Meaningless – бессмысленный 

Multiplicand – множимое 

Multiplier – множитель 

To multiply – умножать 
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Operation – действие, операция 

Product – произведение 

Quotient – частное 

Remainder – остаток 

 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following text  

We may say that subtraction is the inverse operation of addition since 

5+2=7 and 7-2=5. The same might be said about division and multiplication, 

which are also inverse operations.  

In multiplication there is a number that is multiplied, it is the multipli-

cand. There is also a multiplier. It is the number by which we multiply. When 

we are multiplying the multiplicand by the multiplier we get the product as a 

result. When two or more numbers are multiplied, each of them is called a fac-

tor. In the expression five multiplied by two (5x2), the 5 and the 2 will be fac-

tors. The multiplicand and the multiplier are names for factors. 

In the operation of division there is a number that is divided, it is called 

the dividend. The number by which we divide is called the divisor. When we 

are dividing the dividend by the divisor we get the quotient. But suppose you 

are dividing 10 by 3. In this case the divisor will not be contained a whole num-

ber of times in the dividend. You will get a part of the dividend left over. This 

part is called the remainder. In our case the remainder will be 1. Since multipli-

cation and division are inverse operations you may check division by using mul-

tiplication.  

   There are two very important facts that must be remembered about divi-

sion.  

1) The quotient is 0 (zero) whenever the dividend is zero and the divisor is not 

zero. That is, 0:11 is equal to 0 for all values of n except n =0.  

2) Division by 0 is meaningless. If you say that you cannot divide by 0 it really 

means that division by 0 is meaningless for all values of n. 

 

Exercise 2. Read and write down in words the following numerical 

expressions 

100x2=200 

450x3=1350 

613x13=7969 

1000:100=10 

810:5=162 

1624:4=406  
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Exercise 3.  Given certain definitions. Your task is to determine what 

is defined. Follow the pattern 

A number that is divided. It is dividend. 

1. The process of cumulative addition; 

2. The inverse operation of multiplication; 

3. A number that must be multiplied; 

4. A number by which we multiply; 

5. A part of the dividend left over after division; 

6. The number which is the result of the operation of multiplication. 

 

Exercise 4. Answer the questions on the text 

1. Are division and multiplication inverse operations? 

2. The number which is multiplied is multiplicand, isn’t it? 

3. Do we get quotient as the result of division or multiplication? 

4. Why is division by zero meaningless? 

5. Is the reminder always left after the operation of division? 

6. What two very important things must one remember about the division? 

 

 

 

Famous lives of great mathematicians 

PYTHAGORAS 

Pythagoras is for us at once the glorified and the actual founder of the philo-

sophical school (which exercised a great influence on the course of ancient sci-

ence). He was also a great mathematician. Pythagoras investigated harmonies 

and properties of numbers. His attention was turned to the odd and even, to 

prime numbers, square numbers and so. He was the founder of the famous Py-

thagorean School. He claimed to have found the principles of all things in num-

bers.  

Among the most famous achievements of his school the most significant 

is undoubtedly the discovery of irrationals. Other discoveries include the numer-

ical ratios determining the intervals of the musical scale, perfect and amicable 

numbers, figurate numbers, and famous Pythagoras’ Theorem. Although the 

theorem had been known to the Babylonians over 1000 years before, its first 

general demonstration is attributed to the Pythagoreans.  

The great mathematical discovery of Pythagoras is of course a  hypote-

nuse theorem, where the square is equal to the sum of two squares.  Pythagorian 

numbers  are such numbers as are related in the way the theorem indicates. 
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Various other theorems are closely connected with this cardinal one; these con-

cern chiefly the squares of the various perpendiculars which may be let fall from 

different angles of the right-angled triangle upon the hypotenuse and sides. 

For Pythagoras and his followers the fundamental studies were geometry, 

arithmetic, music and astronomy. The basic element of all these studies was 

number not in its practical computational aspects but as the very essence of their 

being; they meant that the nature of numbers should be conceived with the mind 

only. In spite of the mystical nature of much of the Pythagorean study the mem-

bers of the community contributed during the two hundred or so years following 

the founding their organization.  

 

NIKOLAI LOBACHEVSKY 

 

           An outstanding Russian mathematician Nikolai lvanovich Lobachevsky                

(1792-1856) will always be regarded as one of the greatest thinkers. Like Ar-

chimedes, Galileo, Copernicus and Newton, Lobachevsky is one of those who 

laid the foundations of science. 

 Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachevsky became seriously interested in mathe-

matics while still a schoolboy. He remained true to this science all his life. He 

was known for his discovery in 1826, independently of a Hungarian mathemati-

cian Janos Bolyai, of hyperbolic geometry, the first non-Euclidean geometry to 

be described. 

 During the 2000 years before Lobachevsky, geometry was based on  The 

Elements  of Euclid. Euclid gave the axiom on parallel lines asserting that there 

can be only one parallel to the given line through the point outside at line.  

 It was this theory that Lobachevsky attacked. Lobachevsky proved that 

there could be several parallels to the given line through a point outside that line. 

Between 1826 and 1829 Lobachevsky developed a version of geometry based 

on the axiom that one line can be drawn through the point not meeting the given 

line. A famous Hungarian mathematician Bolyai, around 1829, also developed 

the similar ideas, based on the postulate that an infinite number of lines can be 

drawn through the point. Karl Gauss had come to similar conclusions earlier but 

he didn’t publish his results. An alternative form of non-Euclidean geometry 

was also put forward by a German mathematician George Friedrich Bernard 

Riemann  (1826-1866)  in 1854 in one of his lectures devoted                            

to the hypotheses that lie at the foundations of geometry. 

           The revolution in geometry achieved by Lobachevsky is the most signifi-

cant example of the radical transformation which our conceptions of space have 

undergone. He demonstrated the need to study the properties of real space ex-

perimentally. Lobachevsky's ideas exercised a profound influence in the devel-

opment not only of geometry but also of other mathematical sciences, as well as 

on mechanics, physics and astronomy. 
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ANDREI KOLMOGOROV 

 

           A great Russian mathematician Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogorov was 

born in 1903 and died in 1987. He was best known for his outstanding works in 

probability theory. In the early 1930s Kolmogorov presented the first general 

axiomatic treatment of probability theory, later translated into English under the 

title  Foundations of the Theory of Probability  (1950). He also made important 

contribution to the study of Markov processes, Fourier analysis and topology. In 

1925 following the work of Heyting, Kolmogorov succeeded in establishing 

new foundations for Intuitionistic logic. In his later works, based on topological 

analysis, Andrei Kolmogorov demonstrated the stability of the solar system.  

             Once many years ago, at an international mathematical symposium a 

French scientist came up to academician Andrei Kolmogorov and said:  I 

thought that I would never be able to see you, I could not believe that all the 

books written by Kolmogorov actually belong to one person. I thought that it 

was a pen-name for a whole group of authors. I'm very glad indeed to meet 

you . 

Kolmogorov's colleagues, many of whom are scientists of worldwide 

fame, called and still call him  Mathematician No.1 .  Kolmogorov wrote more 

than 220 works. Besides the fact that he was the creator of the modem theory of 

probability, he applied it in diverse fields of human activities, ranging from the 

theory of directed firing (during the war artillerymen used Kolmogorov's tables) 

to the theory of information. 

            Kolmogorov has lately begun to work on the application of mathematical 

statistics in the analysis of verse. His reports on this subject have stimulated 

great interest among linguists and poets.  

  One rarely meets Kolmogorov alone. He was always surrounded by his 

colleagues and pupils at the University, where he headed the department of the 

theory of probability, and in his summer cottage in the small Komarovka village 

near Moscow. His cottage in Komarovka was like a hiking centre, a place for the 

start and finish of long hikes and skiing and boating excursions which he often 

organizes with his pupils. New maths theories had been outline in talks by the 

camp fires. Kolmogorov's pupils returned from these  maths hikes" not only 

with fresh ideas and high spirits. They also have rich impressions of landscapes 

and people in the Moscow countryside and of the architectural ancient relics 

there.  
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PART II 

NETWORK AND SYSTEM SECURITY 

Text 1 

CRYPTOGRAPHY 

"The mantra of any good security engineer is: "Security is not a product, but a 

process." It's more than designing strong cryptography into a system; it's de-

signing the entire system such that all security measures, including cryptog-

raphy, work together". Bruce Schneier, author of "Applied Cryptography" 

    Cryptography (or cryptology; derived from Greek κρυπτός kryptós "hid-

den," and the verb γράφω gráfo "write" or λεγειν legein "to speak") is the prac-

tice and study of hiding information. In modern times, cryptography is 

considered to be a branch of both mathematics and computer science, and is 

affiliated closely with information theory, computer security, and engineering. 

Cryptography is used in applications present in technologically advanced socie-

ties; examples include the security of ATM cards, computer passwords, and 

electronic commerce, which all depend on cryptography.  

    Until modern times, cryptography referred almost exclusively to encryp-

tion, the process of converting ordinary information (plaintext) into unintelligi-

ble gibberish (for example - ciphertext). Decryption is the reverse, moving from 

unintelligible ciphertext to plaintext. A cipher (or cypher) is a pair of algorithms 

which perform this encryption and the reversing decryption. The detailed opera-

tion of a cipher is controlled both by the algorithm and, in each instance, by a 

key. This is a secret parameter (ideally, known only to the communicants) for a 

specific message exchange context. Keys are important, as ciphers without vari-

able keys are trivially breakable and therefore less than useful for most purpos-

es. Historically, ciphers were often used directly for encryption or decryption, 

without additional procedures such as authentication or integrity checks. 

    In colloquial use, the term "code" is often used to mean any method of 

encryption or concealment of meaning. However, in cryptography, code has a 

more specific meaning; it means the replacement of a unit of plaintext (for ex-

ample, a meaningful word or phrase) with a code word (for example, apple pie 

replaces attack at dawn). Codes are no longer used in serious cryptography–

except incidentally for such things as unit designations ( 'Bronco Flight' or Op-

eration Overlord) – since properly chosen ciphers are both more practical and 

more secure than even the best codes, and better adapted to computers as well. 

    Some use the terms cryptography and cryptology interchangeably in Eng-

lish, while others use cryptography to refer to the use and practice of crypto-

graphic techniques, and cryptology to refer to the subject as a field of study. In 

this respect, English usage is more tolerant of overlapping meanings and word 
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origins than are several European languages in which meanings of cognate 

words are more restricted. 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography) 

 

List of words and expressions 

to hide (hid; hidden) – прятать, скрывать 

derived from – полученный от 

to affiliate – объединять, присоединять 

ATM card (Automated Teller Machine) – карточка банковского автомата 

computer password – компьютерный пароль 

encryption – зашифровывание 

plaintext – простой текст 

unintelligible gibberish – непонятная тарабарщина 

ciphertext – зашифрованный текст 

decryption – расшифровывание 

authentication – аутентификация; проверка личности 

integrity check – проверка на целостность 

colloquial – разговорный (о словах, выражениях)  

concealment – маскировка, укрытие 

incidentally – случайно; между прочим 

interchangeably – путем обмена (замены); взаимозаменяемо 

overlapping meaning – частично совпадающее значение  

cognate words – родственные слова 

 

Exercise 1. Choose the correct alternative in each of the following sentences 

1. Cryptography is being / is considered to be a branch of both mathematics and 

computer science. 

2. I hope that the description of this ciphertext will be / is being performed next 

week. 

3. Historically, ciphers are / were used for encryption or decryption. 

4. Cryptography will be / is affiliated closely with information theory. 

5. Ciphers should have been / should be properly chosen by the end of last week. 

6. This secret parameter is / has been intended for a specific message exchange 

context. 
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7. Meanings of cognate words in several European languages are / are being 

more restricted. 

8. Codes are / have been no longer used in serious cryptography. 

 

Exercise 2.  Make questions for which the following sentences would be 

answers. Ask about the words in bold 

1. Cryptography is the practice and study of hiding information. 

2. In modern times, cryptography is considered to be a branch of both mathe-

matics and computer science, and is affiliated closely with information theory, 

computer security, and engineering. 

3. Cryptography is used in applications present in technologically advanced 

societies; examples include the security of ATM cards, computer passwords, and 

electronic commerce, which all depend on cryptography. 

4. A cipher (or cypher) is a pair of algorithms which perform this encryption and 

the reversing decryption. 

5. This is a secret parameter (ideally, known only to the communicants) for a 

specific message exchange context. 

6. Historically, ciphers were often used directly for encryption or decryption, 

without additional procedures such as authentication or integrity checks. 

7. In cryptography, code has a more specific meaning. 

8. Properly chosen ciphers are both more practical and more secure than even 

the best codes, and better adapted to computers as well. 

9. Some use the terms cryptography and cryptology interchangeably in English. 
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Text 2 

CRYPTANALYSIS 

The goal of cryptanalysis is to find some weakness or insecurity in a cryp-

tographic scheme, thus permitting its subversion or evasion. Cryptanalysis might 

be undertaken by a malicious attacker, attempting to subvert a system, or by the 

system's designer (or others) attempting to evaluate whether a system has vul-

nerabilities, and so it is not inherently a hostile act. In modern practice, however, 

cryptographic algorithms and protocols must be carefully examined and tested to 

offer any assurance of the system's security (at least, under clear — and hopeful-

ly reasonable — assumptions). 

It is a commonly held misconception that every encryption method can be 

broken. In connection with his WWII work at Bell Labs, Claude Shannon 

proved that the one timepad cipher is unbreakable, provided the key material is 

truly random, never reused, kept secret from all possible attackers, and of equal 

or greater length than the message. Most ciphers, apart from the one timepad, 

can be broken with enough computational effort by brute force attack, but the 

amount of effort needed may be exponentially dependent on the key size, as 

compared to the effort needed to use the cipher. In such cases, effective security 

could be achieved if it is proven that the effort required (i.e., 'work factor' in 

Shannon's terms) is beyond the ability of any adversary. This means it must be 

shown that no efficient method (as opposed to the time-consuming brute force 

method) can be found to break the cipher. Since no such showing can be made 

currently, as of today, the one-time-pad remains the only theoretically unbreaka-

ble cipher. 

There are a wide variety of cryptanalytic attacks, and they can be classi-

fied in any of several ways. A common distinction turns on what an attacker 

knows and what capabilities are available. In a ciphertext only attack, the crypt-

analyst has access only to the ciphertext (good modern cryptosystems are usual-

ly effectively immune to ciphertext only attacks). In a known-plaintext attack, 

the cryptanalyst has access to a ciphertext and its corresponding plaintext (or to 

many such pairs). In a chosen plaintext attack, the cryptanalyst may choose a 

plaintext and learn its corresponding ciphertext (perhaps many times); an exam-

ple is gardening, used by the British during WWII. Finally, in a chosen-

ciphertext attack, the cryptanalyst may choose ciphertexts and learn their corre-

sponding plaintexts. Also important, often overwhelmingly so, are mistakes 

(generally in the design or use of one of the protocols involved). 

Cryptanalysis of symmetric-key ciphers typically involves looking for at-

tacks against the block ciphers or stream ciphers that are more efficient than any 

attack that could be against a perfect cipher. For example, a simple brute force 

attack against DES requires one known plaintext and 255 decryptions, trying 

approximately half of the possible keys, to reach a point at which chances are 
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better than even the key sought will have been found. But this may not be 

enough assurance; a linear cryptanalysis attack against DES requires 243 known 

plaintexts and approximately 243 DES operations. This is a considerable im-

provement on brute force attacks. 

Public key algorithms are based on the computational difficulty of various 

problems. The most famous of these is integer factorization (e.g., the RSA algo-

rithm is based on a problem related to factoring), but the discrete logarithm 

problem is also important. Much public key cryptanalysis concerns numerical 

algorithms for solving these computational problems, or some of them, efficient-

ly. For instance, the best known algorithms for solving the elliptic curve based 

version of discrete logarithm are much more time consuming than the best 

known algorithms for factoring, at least for problems of more or less equivalent 

size. Thus, other things being equal, to achieve an equivalent strength of attack 

resistance, factoring based encryption techniques must use larger keys than el-

liptic curve techniques. For this reason, public-key cryptosystems based on ellip-

tic curves have become popular since their invention in the mid-1990s. 

While pure cryptanalysis uses weaknesses in the algorithms themselves, 

other attacks on cryptosystems are based on actual use of the algorithms in real 

devices, and are called side-channel attacks. If a cryptanalyst has access to, say, 

the amount of time the device took to encrypt a number of plaintexts or report an 

error in a password or PIN character, he may be able to use a timing attack to 

break a cipher that is otherwise resistant to analysis. An attacker might also 

study the pattern and length of messages to derive valuable information; this is 

known as traffic analysis, and can be quite useful to an alert adversary. And, of 

course, social engineering, and other attacks against the personnel who work 

with cryptosystems or the messages they handle (e.g., bribery, extortion, black-

mail, espionage, ...) may be the most productive attacks of all. 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography) 

 

List of words and expressions 

subversion – зд. незаконная деятельность 

evasion – уклонение; обход 

to subvert – разрушать 

vulnerability – уязвимость; слабое место; степень защищенности  

inherently – в своей основе 

hostile act – враждебный акт; враждебное действие  

assurance – адекватность; гарантия, обеспечение 

as opposed to – противопоставляя; противодействуя 

to turn on – направлять на … 
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overwhelmingly – непреодолимо 

side-channelattack – атака через побочный канал; нападение со стороны 

бокового канала 

timing attack – временная атака (позволяет вскрывать ключи путем замера 

времени) 

traffic analysis – анализ информационного потока; анализ переписки; ана-

лиз трафика 

an alert adversary – осторожный нарушитель; (противник) 

bribery – взяточничество; подкуп 

extortion – вымогательство 

blackmail – шантаж 

Exercise 1. Find the equivalents for the following expressions in the text 

Найти слабости либо бреши в криптографической схеме, дополнительный 

вариант, злонамеренный хакер, уязвимые стороны, враждебный акт, обще-

принятая неверная концепция, выбранный наугад, в отличие от одноразо-

вого криптографического ключа, в зависимости от размера ключа, могут 

быть классифицированы, блок шифры, дискретный логарифм, анализ ин-

формационного потока. 

Exercise 2. Match the words with the definitions 

Key words: cybercriminal, hacker, cyber terrorist, cryptosystems, the Internet, 

virtual, e-mail, attack 

1. A criminal who uses the Internet. 

2. A system where people can send messages (mail) to each other by computer. 

3. Images produced by computers that surround the person looking at them and 

seem to be real. 

4. Someone who uses computers for violent political demands. 

5. Computer system that allows millions of people around the world to exchange 

information. 

6. A person who enters other people’s computer programs without permission. 

7. Systems where algorithms and assorted protocols are combined. 
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8. An attempt to cause damage to someone’s data by unauthorized access. 

 

Exercise 3. Put the words in the right order to make questions 

1.  An attacker to subvert when attempt a system did? 

2.  That  is who the one timepad unbreakable proved cipher? 

3.  The one timepad does what remain?     

4.  Long working have at this ciphertext been you how? 

5.  On is what based the RSA algorithm?     

6.  You  these computational problems why  yet     solved haven’t? 

 

 

    

 

Text 3 

SECURITY 

Many operating systems include some level of security. Security is based 

on the two ideas that the operating system provides access to a number of re-

sources, directly or indirectly, such as files on a local disk, privileged system 

calls, personal information about users, and the services offered by the programs 

running on the system. 

The operating system is capable of distinguishing between some re-

questers of these resources who are authorized (allowed) to access the resource, 

and others who are not authorized (forbidden). While some systems may simply 

distinguish between "privileged" and "non-privileged", systems commonly have 

a form of requester identity, such as a user name. Requesters, in turn, divide it 

into two categories. 

Internal security: an already running program. On some systems, a pro-

gram once it is running has no limitations, but commonly the program has an 

identity which it keeps and is used to check all of its requests for resources. 

External security: a new request from outside the computer, such as a login at a 

connected console or some kind of network connection. To establish identity 

there may be a process of authentication. Often a username must be quoted, and 

each username may have a password. Other methods of authentication, such as 

magnetic cards or biometric data might be used instead. In some cases, especial-
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ly connections from the network, resources may be accessed with no authentica-

tion at all. 

In addition, to the allow/disallow model of security, a system with a high 

level of security will also offer auditing options. These would allow tracking of 

requests for access to resources (such as, "who has been reading this file?"). 

Security of operating systems has long been a concern because of highly sensi-

tive data held on computers, both of a commercial and military nature. The 

United States Government Department of Defense (DoD) created the Trusted 

Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), which is a standard that sets 

basic requirements for assessing the effectiveness of security. This became of 

vital importance to operating system makers, because the TCSEC was used to 

evaluate, classify and select computer systems being considered for the pro-

cessing, storage and retrieval of sensitive or classified information. 

Internal security can be thought of as protecting the computer's resources 

from the programs concurrently running on the system. Most operating systems 

set programs running natively on the computer's processor, so the problem arises 

of how to stop these programs doing the same task and having the same privi-

leges as the operating system (which is after all just a program too). Processors 

used for general purpose operating systems generally have a hardware concept 

of privilege. Generally less privileged programs are automatically blocked from 

using certain hardware instructions, such as those to read or write from external 

devices like disks. Instead, they have to ask the privileged program (operating 

system kernel) to read or write. The operating system therefore gets the chance 

to check the program's identity and allow or refuse the request. Internal security 

is especially relevant for multi-user systems; it allows each user of the system to 

have private files that the other users cannot tamper with or read. Internal securi-

ty is also vital if auditing is to be of any use, since a program can potentially 

bypass the operating system, inclusive of bypassing auditing. Typically an oper-

ating system offers (hosts) various services to other network computers and 

users. These services are usually provided through ports or numbered access 

points beyond the operating systems network address. Typically, services in-

clude offerings such as file sharing, print services, email, web sites, and file 

transfer protocols. 

At the front line of security are hardware devices known as firewalls. At 

the operating system level, there are a number of software firewalls available. 

Most modern operating systems include a software firewall, which is enabled by 

default. A software firewall can be configured to allow or deny network traffic 

to or from a service or application running on the operating system. Therefore, 

one can install and be running an insecure service, such as Telnet or FTP, and 

not have to be threatened by a security breach because the firewall would deny 

all traffic trying to connect to the service on that port. 

(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
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List of words and expressions 

local disk – локальный диск requester – лицо, сделавшее запрос 

login – 1) начало сеанса (работы с терминалом) 2)вход в систему 

3)регистрационное имя (сообщаемое пользователем при входе в систему)  

console – консоль, пульт (управления) 

authentication – аутентификация 

a running program – выполняемая программа 

an auditing option – опция введения аудита (контроля) 

concurrently – параллельно, одновременно 

natively – естественным образом 

kernel –ядро 

to tamper with – подделывать что-либо 

auditing – аудит; проверка, введение контроля 

firewall – брандмауэр 

by default – по умолчанию  

to deny – отрицать, отвергать 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) – протокол передачи файлов 

port – порт; многоразрядный вход; (выход) устройства 

a security breach – брешь в системе защиты 

privileges – права (доступа); полномочия; привилегии 

 

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions 

1. What is security based on? 2. What does the operating system provide? 3. Is 

the operating system capable of distinguishing between several requesters? 4. 

What is internal security? 5. What is external security? 6. Which process may 

there be to establish identity? 7. What options will a system with a high level of 

security offer? 8. Why has security of operating systems been a concern? 9. 

What sets basic requirements for assessing the effectiveness of security? 10. 

Why did this standard become of vital importance to operating system makers? 

11. How can internal security be thought of ? 12. What does the problem of 

most operating systems arise of? 13. Do processors used for general purpose 

operating systems have a hardware concept of privilege? 14. Which programs 

are automatically blocked from using certain hardware instructions? 15. What 

systems is internal security relevant for ? 16. What does it allow each user of the 
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system? 17. What are various services provided through? 18. Where are there a 

number of software firewalls available? 19. Do most modern operating systems 

include a software firewall? 20. What can a software firewall be configured for? 

Exercise 2. Read and translate the following equivalents. Use them in your 

own sentences 

Operating systems, level of security, a number of resources, indirectly, privi-

leged system calls, the programs running on the system, to be capable of distin-

guishing, authorized (allowed) to access, not authorized (forbidden), requester 

identity, internal security, to have no limitations, to check all of its requests for 

resources, external security, a login, a console, to establish identity, a process of 

authentication, to be quoted, biometric data, instead, the allow/disallow model of 

security, to offer auditing options, a concern, highly sensitive data, of a com-

mercial and military nature, the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria 

(TCSEC), to set basic requirements, to assess the effectiveness of security, stor-

age and retrieval of sensitive or classified information, the programs concurrent-

ly running on the system, external devices, operating system kernel, to check the 

program's identity, relevant, to tamper with, to bypass, to host, file transfer pro-

tocols, firewalls, by default, a security breach, to deny all traffic. 

Exercise 3. Translate into English 

Зачем нужен брандмауэр? 

Брандмауэр защищает компьютер от проникновения хакеров или вредо-

носных программ (например, червей) по сети или через Интернет. Бранд-

мауэр также помогает предотвратить отправку программ на другие 

компьютеры. Даже если вы считаете, что на компьютере нет ничего инте-

ресного для посторонних, вредоносные программы (сетевые черви) могут 

сделать ваш компьютер полностью неработоспособным, а также кто-то 
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может воспользоваться им для рассылки подобных программ или вирусов 

другим компьютерам без вашего ведома. 

 

Text 4 

INTERNET SECURITY 

Text A 

The Internet provides a wide variety of opportunities for communication and 

development, but unfortunately it also has it dark side. Crackers, or black-hat 

hackers, are computer criminals who use technology to perform a variety of 

crimes: virus propagation, fraud, intellectual property theft, etc. 

Internet-based crimes include scam, email fraud to obtain money or valuables 

and phishing, bank fraud, to get banking information such as password of Inter-

net bank account or credit card details. Both crimes use emails or websites that 

look like those of real organizations. 

Due to its anonymity, the Internet also provides the right environment for cyber 

stalking, online harassment or abuse, mainly in chat rooms or newsgroups. Pira-

cy, the illegal copying and distribution of copyrighted software, information, 

music and video files, is widespread. 

Text B 

Malware (malicious software) is software created to damage or alter the com-

puter data or its operations. These are main types. 

- Viruses are programs that spread by attaching themselves to executable 

files or documents. When the infected program is run, the virus propa-

gates to other files or programs on the computer. Some viruses are de-

signed to work at a particular time or on a specific date, for example on 
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Friday 13? An email virus spreads by sending a copy of itself to everyone 

in an email address book. 

- Worms are self-copying programs that have the capacity to move from 

one computer to another without human help, by exploiting security flaws 

in computer networks. Worms are self-contained and don t need to be at-

tached to a document or program the way virus do. 

- Trojan horses are malicious programs disguised as innocent-looking files 

or embedded within legitimate software. Once they are activated, they 

may affect the computer in a variety of ways: some are just annoying, 

others  are more ominous, creating a backdoor to the computer which can 

be used to collect stored data. They don’t copy themselves or reproduce 

by infecting other files. 

- Spyware, software designed to collect information from computers for 

commercial or criminal purposes, is another example of malicious soft-

ware. It usually comes hidden in fake freeware or shareware applications 

downloadable from the Internet. 

 

TEXT C 

Preventative tips. 

- Don’t open email attachments from unknown people; always take note of 

the file extension. 

- Run and update antivirus programs, for example virus scanner. 

- Install a firewall, a program designed to prevent spyware from gaining 

access to the internal network. 

- Make backup copies of your files regularly. 

- Don’t accept files from high-risk sources. 

- Use a digital certificate, an electronic way of proving your identity, when 

you are doing business on the Internet. Avoid giving credit card numbers. 
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- Don’t believe everything you read on the Net. Have a suspicious attitude 

toward its contents.  

    Exercise 1. Identify the Internet crimes sentences (1-6) refer to. Then  

match them with the advice below (a-f) 

1. Crackers try to find a way to copy the latest game or computer program. 

2. A study has revealed that half a million people will automatically open an 

email they believe to be from their bank and happily send off all their se-

curity details. 

3. This software s danger is hidden behind an attractive appearance. That’s 

why it is often wrapped in attractive packages promising photos of celeb-

rities like Anna Kurnikova or Jennifer Lopez. 

4. There is a particular danger in Internet commerce and emails. Many peo-

ple believe they have been offered a special gift only to find out later they 

have been received. 

5.  Nimda  spreads by sending infected emails and is also able to infect 

websites, so when a user visits a compromised website, the browser can 

infect the computer. 

6. Every day, millions of children spend time in the Internet chat rooms talk-

ing to strangers. But what many of them don t realize is that some of the 

surfers chatting with them may be sexual predators. 

a) People shouldn’t buy cracked software or download music illegally 

from the Internet. 

b) Be suspicious of wonderful offers. Don’t buy if you are not sure. 

c) It’s dangerous to give personal information to people you contact in 

chat rooms. 

d) Don’t open attachments from people you don’t know even if the sub-

ject looks attractive. 

e) Scan your email and be careful about which website you visit 
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f) Check with your bank before sending information. 

   Exercise 2. Fill in the gaps in these security tips with words from the box 

Digital certificate   malware    virus    scanner    spyware    firewall   antivirus 

 

1. Malicious software, ………………, can be avoided by following some 

basic rules. 

2. Internet users who like cybershopping should get a ………………, an 

electronic identity card. 

3. To prevent crackers from breaking into your data, install a ……………… 

. It will protect you from ……………… . 

4. If you have been hit by a ……………., don t panic! Download a clean up 

utility and always remember to use an ……………… program, for exam-

ple, a virus …………….. . 

Exercise 3. Answer the questions 

1. What do you do to prevent computer infections? 

2. Do you keep your virus protection update? The Internet has lots of web-

sites where you can get free advice and software. What should you do to 

improve your computer security? 

Cracker, virus propagation, fraud, scam, phishing, cyber stalking, online har-

assment, malware, worm, disguise, spyware, firewall, suspicious, to avoid, at-

tachment. 

Text D.   How different is network security from computer security? 

Network security consists of the provisions made in an underlying computer 

network infrastructure, policies adopted by the network administrator to protect 

the network and the network-accessible resources from unauthorized access and 

the effectiveness (or lack) of these measures combined together. Securing net-
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work infrastructure is like securing possible entry points of attacks on a country 

by deploying appropriate defense. Computer security is more like providing 

means of self-defense to each individual citizen of the country. The former is 

better and practical to protect the civilians from getting exposed to the attacks. 

The preventive measures attempt to secure the access to individual computers 

the network itself thereby protecting the computers and other shared resources 

such as printers, network-attached storage connected by the network. Attacks 

could be stopped at their entry points before they spread. As opposed to this, in 

computer security the measures taken are focused on securing individual com-

puter hosts. A computer host whose security is compromised is likely to infect 

other hosts connected to a potentially unsecured network. A computer host's 

security is vulnerable to users with higher access privileges to those hosts. 

Network security starts from authenticating any user. Once authenticated, fire-

wall enforces access policies such as what services are allowed to be accessed 

by the network users. Though effective to prevent unauthorized access, this 

component fails to check potentially harmful contents such as computer worms 

being transmitted over the network. An intrusion prevention system (IPS) helps 

detect and prevent such malware. IPS also monitors for suspicious network traf-

fic for contents, volume and anomalies to protect the network from attacks such 

as denial of service. Communication between two hosts using the network could 

be encrypted to maintain privacy. Individual events occurring on the network 

could be tracked for audit purposes and for a later high level analysis. 

Honeypots, essentially decoy network-accessible resources, could be deployed 

in a network as surveillance and early-warning tools. Techniques used by the 

attackers that attempt to compromise these decoy resources are studied during 

and after an attack to keep an eye on new exploitation techniques. Such analysis 

could be used to further tighten security of the actual network being protected by 

the honeypot. 
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(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 

List of words and expressions 

network administrator – администратор сети 

policy – политика, стратегия 

unauthorized access – несанкционированный доступ (НСД)  

entry point – точка входа 

preventive measures – предупредительные меры 

network-attached storage (NAS) – сетевая система хранения (данных); 

сетевые устройства хранения (данных)  

computer worms – компьютерные черви (вирусы) 

an intrusion prevention – предотвращение вмешательства 

malware – комп. вредоносные программы вторжений (например, вирусы, 

трояны, их цель – нарушение нормальной работы ПК). 

suspicious – подозрительный 

denial of service – отказ от обслуживания 

honey pot – Интернет "ловушка" (программа, сервис, система, компьютер, 

задачей которого является «принять удар на себя», т.е. honey pot  – это 

специально подготовленный для взлома компьютер). 

decoy – ловушка, приманка, ложная цель 

 

Exercise 1. Put down problem questions to the text. Ask each other in class 

to get the true answers 

 

Exercise 2. Translate the following equivalents into English using the text 

Безопасность сети, условия, компьютерная сетевая инфраструктура, лежа-

щая в основе, доступные через сеть ресурсы, неразрешенный доступ, при-

менять соответствующую защиту, превентивные меры, таким образом, 

остановка атаки в пункте ввода, распространяться, в отличие от, уязвимый, 

сервер, авторизация пользователя, потенциально вредная информация, 
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компьютерные вирусы, отказ в обслуживании, информация может быть 

закодирована, ловушки, приманки, наблюдение, улучшать безопасность. 

Exercise 3. Write the question tags for the statements 

1. He hasn’t read the program yet, has he? 

2. The preventive measures attempt to secure the access to individual computers, 

______? 

3. Crimeware can wait for the user to log into their account at a financial institu-

tion, 

____? 

4. Crimeware represents a growing problem in network security, __________? 

5. This policy wasn’t adopted by the network administrator, _________? 

6. This system will protect the network from attacks such as denial of service, 

________? 

7. Complexity theory seeks to determine the minimum number of components 

needed for these systems, __________? 

8. Much attention, both theoretical and practical, has been given to the design, 

_____? 

9. This standard wasn’t used to evaluate computer systems being considered for 

the data processing, ______________? 
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Text E 

  Security and performance management 

 

Security management tools allow the network manager to restrict access 

to various resources, from the applications and files to the entire network itself; 

these generally offer password-protection schemes that give users different lev-

els of access to different resources. For instance, a user in marketing could be 

allowed to view, or read a data file in accounting but not be permitted to change 

or write to it. 

Security management is also important in managing the network itself – 

for instance, only certain individuals (such as network administrators) should be 

permitted to change configuration settings on a server or other key network 

devices. Performance management tools produce real time and historical statisti-

cal information about the network’s operation: how many packets are being 

transmitted at any given moment, the number of users logged into a specific 

server, and utilization of internetwork lines. As already noted, this type of in-

formation can help network administrators pinpoint areas or network segments 

that pose potential problems. 

Most network operating systems (NOSs) provide some level of network 

management capabilities; in particular, almost all the leading NOSs offer pass-

word-protection schemes that limit users’ access to network resources. Novell, 

for instance, implements its NetWare management schemes through user pro-

files, which define not only the user’s access rights, but the users’ classifications 

(supervisor, workgroup manager, console operator, or user), which also deter-

mine the resources they can access. 

In this scheme, a supervisor has access rights that allow reconfiguring and 

upgrading the entire system. The workgroup manager, available with NetWare 

3.X, controls only the resources of a single user or user group. This concept 

allows a supervisor to distribute some of the responsibility for maintaining the 

network to others around a large network. 
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A user with console operator access rights can run NetWare’s 

FCONSOLE utility, which allows monitoring and controlling a variety of net-

work performance criteria, such as print queues. The user can access only those 

resources allowed by the supervisor (or workgroup manager with NetWare 3.X). 

Although users can access the NetWare management utilities, their rights to 

actually perform management functions are severely limited. Although other 

NOSs’ access schemes may differ in specific features from NetWare’s, they all 

offer similar resource-restriction capabilities that give the network managers 

control over their networks. 

(From mk:@MSIT Store:C:\Documents) 

List of words and expressions 

security management – управление защитой (безопасностью) 

to log – записывать (регистрировать) 

internetwork line – межсетевая линия 

to pinpoint – точно определить 

user profile – безоп. профиль пользователя, комп. параметры ( профиль) 

пользователя, 

upgrading – модернизация, совершенствование 

console – пульт (управления); консоль; пульт оператора 

queue – очередь; очередность, список очередности 

 

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions 

1. What allows the network manager to restrict access to various resources? 

 2. What do password-protection schemes give users?  

3. Is security management important in managing the network itself? 

4. What information do performance management tools produce?  
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5. Can this type of information help network administrators pinpoint areas or 

network segments?  

6. What do most network operating systems concern with?  

7. Can user profiles define only the user’s access rights? 

8. What is the workgroup manager available with? 

9. Which resources can the user access?  

10. What gives the network managers control over the network? 

Exercise 2. Use the text to translate the following equivalents. Use them in 

your own sentences 

Инструменты управления безопасностью, ограничивать доступ к различ-

ным ресурсам, вся сеть полностью, предлагать схемы защиты при помощи 

паролей, предоставлять пользователям различные уровни доступа, не раз-

решается изменять файлы, изменять установки, информация в режиме 

реального времени, быть подключенным к определенному серверу, выде-

лять области и сегменты сети, представлять потенциальные проблемы, 

классифицировать пользователя, позволять реконфигурацию и обновление 

всей системы, различаться в определенных технических характеристиках. 

 

Exercise 3. Complete the statements using the words from the box 

report ,  software ,  data ,  access ,  important ,  supervisor 

1. A user in marketing could not be permitted to change or write to a …… file. 

2. Security management is also …… in managing the network itself. 

3. A file server might …… the number of users logged in. 

4. Password-protectionschemes limit users’ …… to network resources. 
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5. A …… has access rights that allow reconfiguring and upgrading the entire 

system. 

6. Configuration management applications deal with installing, initializing, 

booting, modifying, and tracking the configuration parameters or options of 

network hardware and ……… 

Exercise 4. Choose the best alternatives in the following sentences 

 

1. Crimeware represents / is represented a growing problem in network security 

as many malicious code threats seek to pilfer confidential information. 

2. Cybercriminals are used / use a variety of techniques to steal confidential data 

through crimeware. 

3. Individual events are tracked / track for audit purposes and for a later high 

level 

analysis. 

4. Hacking and system cracking appeared / were appeared with the first elec-

tronic computers. 

5. Any deviations from the Inspection technologies, server operating software 

and applications require / are required. 

6. This standard applied / was applied to protect packets both between hosts and 

between network security gateways like routers or firewalls. 

 

Class Activity 

Speak about Network and Systems management. Make a short oral 

summary. Present it to the class. 
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Text 5 

E - COMMERCE 

Text A 

Elements of e-commerce 

E – commerce or online shopping is the process of buying and selling products 

and services using the Internet. It has similarities with traditional commercial 

activity. A product or service, from plane tickets to books, is offered in an online 

shop, the seller’s website. Customers select and order products, which are then 

paid for and delivered. The main difference is that most of the processes take 

place on the Web. E – commerce websites use the following components: 

- A shopping cart program, a web-based software application to keep a 

record of the products chosen by the customer. 

- A secure socket layer (SSL) certificate, to verify that the credit card in-

formation has been securely transmitted; this is usually shown by a small 

padlock on the webpage. 

- A payment gateway, an interface between the website and the bank that 

accept the electronic payment. 

 

Text B 

How to buy on the Internet 

The first thing to do is to look for the product in a search engine, or, even better, 

in a comparison engine or bargain finder, to find the lowest price. Most online 

shop websites are designed so that customers follow these steps to do their vir-

tual shopping. You start by adding the items you want to buy to the shopping 

basket, or virtual shopping trolley. When you have selected the items that you 
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want to buy, you proceed to the payment section by clicking on the checkout 

button.  

You may have to log in, provide your username and password, or sign up, by 

providing your personal data, billing and shipping address, etc., if this is the first 

time you have accessed the site. You will be given an account, so you are rec-

ognized as a customer. You will be asked to enter payment details, for example, 

credit card numbers, etc. Before the transaction is completed you will be asked 

to confirm the order and check that all the information is correct. Finally, you 

log out and leave the website. 

There are different types of electronic payment: credit cards or debit cards. A 

digital wallet, the electronic equivalent of a wallet for online shopping, holds 

credit cards data and passwords for logging into website. PayPal, Microsoft’s 

Passport and Yahoo! Wallet are examples of digital wallets. 

Text C 

Types of e-business 

Companies whose activity is centred on the Internet are called dotcoms, after 

their web addresses. However, most e-commerce businesses are bricks and 

clicks, as they have both a physical and online presence. 

Although there are some examples of B2B commerce, business to business, e – 

commerce is mainly used for B2C, business to consumer, or even for C2C, con-

sumer to consumer. Internet auctions, websites like eBay where people offer 

products and sell them to the highest bidder, are an example of C2C e – com-

merce. 

 

Exercise 1. There are some drawbacks to e – commerce and people are not 

always happy with it. Complete the sentences with words from the opposite 

page 
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1. ………… ………….. is great until you have a complaint. Unlike a shop 

you have nowhere to go. 

2. There are have been problems with both …………, web only business, 

and …………….., high street names with a web presence. Computing ex-

perts say a large part of the problem lies with the software available for 

customer support online. 

3. Since the National Consumers’ League started tracking Internet fraud 

some years ago, only type of e – commerce has come top for complaints 

about fraud: Internet …………. Four out of ten buyers reported problems 

such as never receiving what they had bid for. 

4. If you want to reduce the risks while buying on the Web, use a 

……………. as a way of holding securely credit card numbers, shipping 

and mailing addresses. 

 

Exercise 2. 

E – commerce, to deliver, shopping cart program, SSL, padlock, payment gate-

way, bargain finder, shopping trolley, checkout button, log in, log out, dotcoms, 

bricks and clicks, B2B, C2C, bid. 

 

Text 6 

ONLINE BANKING 

Text A 

Online banking basic 

Electronic banking is the general term given to the possibility of performing 

banking transactions through electronic communications, mainly the Internet. 

That’s why many people prefer to use the terms online banking or Internet 
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banking. Online services can be provided by traditional banks, brick-and-

mortar banks, which through the use of these new technologies become brick-

and-click banks. Banks that don’t have physical branches or ATMs are called 

virtual or Internet banks. 

To use these services you need a computer with Internet access. Customers can 

also log in with a mobile phone or a PDA. The use of wireless networks to ac-

cess financial institutions is known as wireless banking. 

 

Text B 

Online banking services 

What do you use online banking for? 

 I pay bills online. I’ve got a list in my computer with all my payment recipi-

ents’ names and account details. When I have to pay, I select the amount and the 

name of the payee. I can also schedule the payments, or fix the date for pay-

ments. The bank will transfer the funds, or send the money to the selected 

account  

 I check account balances. I can access and view my accounts any time, from 

any PC. Also, I don’t need to wait for the post to get written statements from the 

bank. I can see and then save online statements on the bank’s website. It saves 

time and paper.  

 I find online banking extremely convenient. I don’t need to remember when my 

credit card expires or the date of a payment. My Internet bank sends short mes-

sage notifications, warnings or other information services to my email or mo-

bile phone.  

 I trade stocks online. I contact an online broker to invest my money, and to 

buy and sell shares.  
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Text C 

Online security 

Most online banks have introduced the concept of two-factor authentication, the 

simultaneous use of at least two different devices or layers of security to prevent 

fraud. When you open an Internet account, you are given a confidential PIN, 

personal identification number, and a password and username. 

For some transactions, customers are required to use a TAN, transaction au-

thorization number, from a list provided by the bank. It can only be used once, 

and it acts as a second password. Security tokens are microchip-based devices 

that generate a number that has to be typed by the user or read like a credit card. 

They are becoming a common form of two-factor authentication. 

One of the best methods of identifying the user of a bank account is biometric 

authentication, the use of a physical trait, such as a fingerprint, to allow a per-

son to log in. Some laptops have built-in fingerprint readers, which makes online 

banking easier and more secure. 

Exercise 1. Find expressions in Text A, which have the following meaning 

1. Banks that offer physical locations and online services. 

2. The type of banking where you can use mobile phone networks to per-

form transactions. 

3. Banks that only do business over the Internet. (two possibilities) 

4. Banking services (transactions, payments, etc.) offered on the Internet. 

(two possibilities) 

5. Banks that don’t have a Web presence. 

6. The general term that includes all sorts of banking that make use of ICT 

technologies. 
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Exercise 2. Read B opposite and choose the right alternative for these elec-

tronic banking transactions 

1. Send/ trade stocks 

2. Pay/ save bills 

3. Check/ trade account balances 

4. Save online statements/ stocks 

5. Transfer short message notifications/ funds 

6. Schedule funds/ payments 

7. Pay/ send short message notifications 

 

Exercise 3. Complete this text with words from C opposite 

Most financial institutions offering Internet-based products should use 

(1)………-………… authentication to reduce the risks of account fraud and 

identity theft. At present, most authentication methodologies involve three basic 

factors: 

- Something the user knows (2)………….., the confidential number given 

by the instruction 

- Something the user has (3)………. ………., the keyring-like identifica-

tion number generator 

- Something that shows who the user is (4)…………….. authentication (for 

example -  a fingerprint) 

Authentication methods that depend on more than one factor are more reliable; 

for example, the use of …….  ……… ………, a TAN (something the user 

knows) to log in, and then a token (something the user has) to transfer funds. 
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Text 7 

THREE FORMS OF DATA SECURITY AND SECURITY PROBLEMS 

Information security entails making sure the right people have access to 

the right information, that the information is correct, and that the system is 

available. These aspects are referred to as confidentiality, integrity, and availa-

bility. Information stored on a network often needs to be confidential, and a 

secure network does not allow anyone access to confidential information unless 

they are authorized. The network should require users to prove their identities by 

providing something they know, such as a password, or by providing something 

they possess, such as a card key. Most network operating systems and many 

applications packages use passwords. 

In government circles, this aspect of security hinges on secrecy; access to 

information is granted according to security clearance. In commercial circles, 

this aspect of security comes more from confidentiality, where only users who 

need to know the private information have access. Guarding access to infor-

mation is one aspect of security; the security system must also guarantee the 

information itself is accurate, referred to as data integrity. In providing data 

integrity, for example, a network ensures that a $14,000 bank account balance 

isn't really supposed to be $14 million. The system must verify the origin of data 

and when it was sent and received. Network operating systems grant users ac-

cess to files and directories on a read, write, create, open, and delete basis. Word 

processors lock files so more than one user cannot modify the same file at the 

same time. Databases use record locking to provide a finer granularity of access 

control. 

The third aspect of security is network availability. Although not com-

monly thought of as part of security, a secure network must also ensure that 

users can access its information. The network must continue to work, and when 

a failure occurs, the network devices must recover quickly. Whatever type of 

security you implement, diligent watchfulness is important to its success. To 

help, network operating systems include audit trails that track all network activi-

ty, including which workstation has tried to log in to a file server three times 

unsuccessfully or which files have been changed when they should not have 

been altered. 

Some audit trails can sound alarms when certain events take place. For 

example, the system manager may want to know when certain files are open, or 

when unusual traffic takes place. Audit trails will also keep a running log of all 

that takes place, so the network manager may be able to detect a pattern of intru-

sion. Protecting against internal threats requires you to control access to files 

and applications on a need-to-know basis. Only grant access if users present 

valid reasons to access the application or data. Use the network operating sys-
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tem's security features to restrict access. Keep audit trails of who accesses what 

files and when. Enforce the use of passwords. Such access privileges may be 

assigned by file, by user or a combination of both. For example, users with a 

certain security level may read and write to certain files. Those with lower secu-

rity levels might be restricted to reading these files. 

The network manager should create a profile of access privileges for each 

user. This profile, which is executed when the user logs on, restricts the user to 

authorized data and devices. Profiles may also be set up for data and devices, 

limiting their access to only authorized users. Profiles make managing security 

easier since they provide a consistent method of assigning and maintaining net-

work privileges. Once a user has workstation and network access, other security 

barriers can be put in place. Most network operating systems have many levels 

of access control that limit what resources are available, which data can be ac-

cessed, and what operations can be performed. These include restricting who 

can read and write to certain files, directories, applications, servers, and printers. 

To reduce the risk, limit connections to the outside world. 

 When you must make connections, use callback modems, encryption, and 

virus-detection software. With call-back modems, users must dial into the sys-

tem, verify their identity, then the modem calls the user back at a predetermined 

telephone number to establish the connection. Encryption scrambles data into an 

unreadable format so even if the packets are intercepted, the message remains 

nonsensical. Upon receipt of the message, only the people who know the private 

code, or key, can unscramble the data. Virus-detection software will identify 

many viruses and disable them if possible. Biometric devices are a rather drastic 

security measure. Biometric devices use a person's physical characteristics to 

verify an identity. The verifying physical characteristic varies. Some use finger-

prints, others use voice recognition, others scan a person's retina. Biometric 

devices are quite costly and are for highly secure environments. 

(From mk:@MSIT STORE:C\Documents) 

List of words and expressions 

to entail – влечь за собой; вызывать  

to hinge on – зависеть от 

security clearance – допуск к секретным материалам; категория допуска; 

уровень защиты данных 

guarding access – строгий доступ; охрана доступа 

data integrity – целостность данных 

availability – готовность, наличие 

to recover – восстанавливать 

to log in – вносить (записывать), регистрировать 
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audit trail – след контроля (аудита); контрольная запись (элемент системы 

управления безопасностью. Журнал, в котором регистрируются события, 

кто имел доступ к системе, какие операции выполнял). 

a running log – проводимая регистрация (запись) 

to enforce – заставлять 

a profile – профиль; параметры пользователя 

to log on – входить в систему; начало сеанса 

to scramble data – зашифровывать (скремблировать) данные 

to intercept – перехватывать, вмешиваться 

nonsensical – бессмысленный, абсурдный 

to disable – запрещать; отключать; блокировать 

drastic – решительный 

threat – угроза 

 

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions 

1. What does information security entail? 2. What aspects of information securi-

ty do you know? 3. Why does information stored on a network need to be confi-

dential? 4. How does the network prove users’ identities? 5. What does this 

aspect of security hinge on in government circles? 6. What does this aspect of 

security come from in commercial circles? 7. What basis do network operating 

systems grant users access to files and directories on? 8. When cannot more than 

one user modify the same file at the same time? 9. What does the third aspect of 

security concern with? 10. Is diligent watchfulness important to success of secu-

rity? Why? 11. When can audit trails sound alarms? 12. How may the network 

manager be able to detect a pattern of intrusion? 13. What does protecting 

against internal threats require? 14. May users with a certain security level read 

and write to a certain file? 15. What can you say about users with lower security 

levels? 16. Which profile restricts the user to authorized data and devices? 17. 

Do most network operating systems have many levels of access control? 18. 

What can you do with call – back modems? 19. Why do biometric devices use 

person’s physical characteristics? 20. How does the verifying physical character-

istic vary? 
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Exercise 2. Read the following equivalents and translate them. Make up 

your own sentences 

The right people have access to the right information, confidentiality, in-

tegrity, availability, to prove identities, a card key, many applications packages, 

to hinge on secrecy, to verify the origin of data, to grant users access to files and 

directories, to provide a finer granularity of access control, network availability, 

a failure, to recover quickly, to implement, diligent watchfulness, to log in to a 

file server, to alter, to sound alarms, to keep a running log of all that takes place, 

to detect a pattern of intrusion, on a need-to-know basis, to restrict access, to 

enforce the use of passwords, to be assigned by file, to create a profile of access 

privileges for each user, to restrict the user to authorized data and devices, to 

provide a consistent method of assigning and maintaining network privileges, to 

limit connections to the outside world, to use callback modems, encryption, and 

virus-detection software, to dial into the system, a predetermined telephone 

number, to scramble data in to an unreadable format, to remain nonsensical, to 

verify an identity, to use fingerprints, to use voice recognition, to scan a person’s 

retina, quite costly, highly secure environments. 

Exercise 3. Put the nouns below into three groups: countable – uncountable 

– countable or uncountable 

 Data, information, network, security, aspect, profile, time, success, code, virus – 

detection, software, traffic, experience, research 
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Тексты для дополнительного чтения 

THE FIRST HACKERS 

 The first "hackers" were students at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology (MIT) who belonged to the TMRC (Tech Model Railroad Club). Some 

of the members really built model trains. But many were more interested in the 

wires and circuits underneath the track platform. Spending hours at TMRC cre-

ating better circuitry was called "a mere hack." Those members who were inter-

ested in creating innovative, stylistic, and technically clever circuits called 

themselves (with pride) hackers. 

 During the spring of 1959, a new course was offered at MIT, a freshman 

programming class. Soon the hackers of the railroad club were spending days, 

hours, and nights hacking away at their computer, an IBM 704. Instead of creat-

ing a better circuit, their hack became creating faster, more efficient program - 

with the least number of lines of code. Eventually they formed a group and cre-

ated the first set of hacker's rules, called the Hacker's Ethic. 

 Steven Levy, in his book Hackers, presented the rules: 

Rule 1: Access to computers - and anything, which might teach you, something 

about the way the world works - should be unlimited and total. 

Rule 2: All information should be free. 

Rule 3: Mistrust authority - promote decentralization. 

Rule 4: Hackers should be judged by their hacking, not bogus criteria such as 

degrees, race, or position. 

Rule 5: You can create art and beauty on a computer. 

Rule 6: Computers can change your life for the better. 

 These rules made programming at MIT's Artificial Intelligence Laborato-

ry a challenging, all encompassing endeavor. Just for the exhilaration of pro-

gramming, students in the Al Lab would write a new program to perform even 

the smallest tasks. The program would be made available to others who would 
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try to perform the same task with fewer instructions. The act of making the 

computer work more elegantly was, to a bona fide hacker, awe-inspiring. 

 Hackers were given free reign on the computer by two AI Lab professors, 

"Uncle" John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky, who realized that hacking created 

new insights. Over the years, the AI Lab created many innovations: LIFE, a 

game about survival; LISP, a new kind of programming language; the first com-

puter chess game; The CAVE, the first computer adventure; and SPACEWAR, 

the first video game.  

COMPUTER CRIMES 

 More and more, the operations of our businesses, governments, and fi-

nancial institutions are controlled by information that exists only inside comput-

er memories. Anyone clever enough to modify this information for his own 

purposes can reap substantial re wards. Even worse, a number of people who 

have done this and been caught at it have managed to get away without punish-

ment. 

 These facts have not been lost on criminals or would-be criminals. A re-

cent Stanford Research Institute study of computer abuse was based on 160 case 

histories, which probably are just the proverbial tip of the iceberg. After all, we 

only know about the unsuccessful crimes. How many successful ones have gone 

undetected is anybody's guess. 

 Here are a few areas in which computer criminals have found the pick-

ings all too easy. 

- Banking. All but the smallest banks now keep their accounts on computer files. 

Someone who knows how to change the numbers in the files can transfer funds 

at will. For instance, one programmer was caught having the computer transfer 

funds from other people's accounts to his wife's checking account. Often, tradi-

tion ally trained auditors don't know enough about the workings of computers to 

catch what is taking place right under their noses. 
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- Business. A company that uses computers extensively offers many opportuni-

ties to both dishonest employees and clever outsiders. For instance, a thief can 

have the computer ship the company's products to addresses of his own choos-

ing. Or he can have it issue checks to him or his confederates for imaginary 

supplies or services. People have been caught doing both. 

- Credit Cards. There is a trend toward using cards similar to credit cards to gain 

access to funds through cash-dispensing terminals. Yet, in the past, organized 

crime has used stolen or counterfeit credit cards to finance its operations. Banks 

that offer after-hours or remote banking through cash-dispensing terminals may 

find themselves unwillingly subsidizing organized crime. 

- Theft of Information. Much personal information about individuals is now 

stored in computer files. An unauthorized person with access to this information 

could use it for blackmail. Also, confidential information about a company's 

products or operations can be stolen and sold to unscrupulous competitors. (One 

attempt at the latter came to light when the competitor turned out to be scrupu-

lous and turned in the people who were trying to sell him stolen information.) 

- Software Theft. The software for a computer system is often more expensive 

than the hardware. Yet this expensive software is all too easy to copy. Crooked 

computer experts have devised a variety of tricks for getting these expensive 

programs printed out, punched on cards, recorded on tape, or otherwise deliv-

ered into their hands. This crime has even been perpetrated from remote termi-

nals that access the computer over the telephone. 

- Theft of Time-Sharing Services. When the public is given access to a system, 

some members of the public often discover how to use the system in unauthor-

ized ways. For example, there are the "phone freakers" who avoid long distance 

telephone charges by sending over their phones control signals that are identical 

to those used by the telephone company. 

 Since time-sharing systems often are accessible to anyone who dials the 

right telephone number, they are subject to the same kinds of manipulation.  Of 
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course, most systems use account numbers and passwords to restrict access to 

authorized users. But unauthorized persons have proved to be adept at obtaining 

this information and using it for their own benefit. For instance, when a police 

computer system was demonstrated to a school class, a precocious student noted 

the access codes being used; later, all the student's teachers turned up on a list of 

wanted criminals. 

Perfect Crimes. It's easy for computer crimes to go undetected if no one 

checks up on what the computer is doing. But even if the crime is detected, the 

criminal may walk away not only unpunished but with a glowing recommenda-

tion from his former employers.  Of course, we have no statistics on crimes that 

go undetected. But it's unsettling to note how many of the crimes we do know 

about were detected by accident, not by systematic audits or other security pro-

cedures. The computer criminals who have been caught may have been the vic-

tims of uncommonly bad luck. 

For example, a certain keypunch operator complained of having to stay 

overtime to punch extra cards. Investigation revealed that the extra cards she 

was being asked to punch were for fraudulent transactions. In another case, dis-

gruntled employees of the thief tipped off the company that was being robbed. 

An undercover narcotics agent stumbled on still another case. An employee was 

selling the company's merchandise on the side and using the computer to get it 

shipped to the buyers. While negotiating for LSD, the narcotics agent was of-

fered a good deal on a stereo! 

 Unlike other embezzlers, who must leave the country, commit suicide, or 

go to jail, computer criminals sometimes brazen it out, demanding not only that 

they not be prosecuted but also that they be given good recommendations and 

perhaps other benefits, such as severance pay. All too often, their demands have 

been met. Why? Because company executives are afraid of the bad publicity that 

would result if the public found out that their computer had been misused. They 

cringe at the thought of a criminal boasting in open court of how he juggled the 
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most confidential records right under the noses of the company's executives, 

accountants, and security staff. And so another computer criminal departs with 

just the recommendations he needs to continue his exploits elsewhere. 
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ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЕ 

 Предложенное Вашему вниманию пособие отвечает всем тре-

бованиям, предъявляемым к учебно-методическим пособиям в неязыковом 

вузе. Пособие поможет вам развить умение распознавать и понимать анг-

лийскую речь профессиональной направленности, расширить словарный 

запас и повысить уровень восприятия английского языка. 

Пособие может эффективно использоваться в качестве основного учебника 

для аудиторных занятий, а также для самостоятельной работы.  

 Лексико-грамматический материал позволит сформировать 

компетенции, необходимые для осуществления коммуникативной дея-

тельности.          Тексты учебного пособия составлены на основе адаптиро-

ванных статей, взятых из зарубежных научных журналов.  

        Данное пособие соответствует всем требованиям, предъявляе-

мым к учебному материалу подобного типа, и может быть рекомендовано 

к изданию и использованию в учебном процессе при подготовке студен-

тов, обучающихся по техническим специальностям.  
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Приложение 1 

Имя числительное (the Numeral) 
 

Именем числительным называется часть речи, которая обозначает количество или порядок 
предметов. 
Имена числительные делятся на количественные (Cardinal Numerals) и порядковые (Ordinal 
Numerals). 
Количественные числительные обозначают количество предметов и отвечают на вопрос how 
many? сколько? Например: one - один, two - два, three - три и т. д. 
Порядковые числительные обозначают порядок предметов и отвечают на вопрос which? кото-
рый? Например: first - первый, second - второй, third - третий и т. д. 
 

КОЛИЧЕСТВЕННЫЕ ЧИСЛИТЕЛЬНЫЕ 

ПРОСТЫЕ СОСТАВНЫЕ  

 
0 - 12 

 
13 - 19 (+teen) 

20 - 90 (+ty), 
100, 1000, 1000000 

1. Составные числи-
тельные от 20 до 100 

образуются так же, как и 
в русском языке: 25 - 

twenty—five, 93 - 
ninety—three. 

 
2. В составных числи-

тельных после 100 
перед десятками, а если 
их нет, то перед едини-

цами, ставится союз 
and: 375 (three hundred 
and seventy-five), 2941 

(two thousand nine 
hundred and forty-one) 

0 — zero 
1 — one 
2 — two 
3 — three 
4 — four 
5 — five 
6 — six 
7 — seven 
8 — eight 
9 — nine 
10 — ten 
11 — eleven 
12 — twelve 

13 — thirteen 
14 — fourteen 
15 — fifteen 
16 — sixteen 
17 — seventeen 
18 — eighteen 
19 — nineteen 

20 — twenty 
30 — thirty 
40 — forty 
50 — fifty 
60 — sixty 
70 — seventy 
80 — eighty 
90 — ninety 
100 — one (a) hundred 
1,000 — one (a) thousand 
1,000,000 — one (a) million 
1,000,000,000 — a (one) milli-
ard (в Англии); a (one) billion 
(в США) 

 

N. B. 

Числительные hundred, thousand, million не приобретают окончание s как показа-
тель множественного числа, однако если эти слова выполняют функцию существи-
тельных, т. е. перед ними нет числительного (а после них обычно стоит предлог of), 

то во множественном числе добавляется s: hundreds of people сотни людей, 
thousands of words тысячи слов. 

 

ПОРЯДКОВЫЕ ЧИСЛИТЕЛЬНЫЕ 

 
Порядковые числительные образуются от соответствующих количественных числительных 
путем прибавления суффикса th: seven — seventh - седьмой, twenty-four — twenty-fourth - два-
дцать четвертый. 
 

 

ПРАВИЛА ОБРАЗОВАНИИЯ ПОРЯДКОВЫХ ЧИСЛИТЕЛЬНЫХ 

№ 
п/п  

ПРАВИЛО  ПРИМЕР  

1 В составных порядковых числительных 
суффикс -th присоединяется к послед-

нему слову 

the forty-sixth - сорок шестой 

http://study-english.info/noun.php
http://study-english.info/wordbuilding.php
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2 Перед порядковыми числительными 
обычно употребляется определенный 

артикль 

the tenth - десятый 

3 Десятки, имеющие конечное -y, меняют 
его на -ie- 

ninety - девяносто 
  ninetieth - девяностый 

4 ИСКЛЮЧЕНИЯ the first - первый, the second - второй, the 
third - третий, the fifth - пятый, the ninth - 

девятый, the twelfth - двенадцатый 

 
Иногда количественное числительное следует за определяемым словом, тогда оно, по сущест-
ву, имеет значение порядкового. Сравните: Lesson One урок 1 - the first lesson первый урок. 
 

ФУНКЦИИ ЧИСЛИТЕЛЬНОГО В ПРЕДЛОЖЕНИИ  

№ 
п/п 

ФУНКЦИЯ  ПРИМЕР  

1  
Подлежащее 

Three were absent from the leсture. Трое отсутствовали на 
лекции. 

2  

Дополнение 
How many books did you take from the library? 

I took three. Сколько книг вы взяли в библиотеке? Я взял 
три. 

3  
Определение 

The second lesson begins at eleven o’clock. Второй урок 
начинается в одиннадцать часов. 

4 Именная часть 
составного 
сказуемого 

Five times five is twenty-five. Пятью пять — двадцать пять. 

 

ДРОБИ 

 
В простых дробях числитель обозначается количественным числительным, а знаменатель - 
порядковым. Порядковое числительное, т. е. знаменатель, принимает окончание множествен-
ного числа -s, если числитель больше единицы. 

  

ПРОСТЫЕ ДРОБИ (THE FRACTIONS)  

ПИШЕТСЯ ЧИТАЕТСЯ ПИШЕТСЯ ЧИТАЕТСЯ 

1/2 
1/3 
1/4 
1/5 
1/10 
1/25 
1/100 
1/1225 

a (one) half 
a (one) third 
a (one) fourth/quarter 
a (one) fifth 
a (one) tenth 
a (one) twenty-fifth 
a (one) hundredth 
a (one) thousand two hun-
dred and 
twenty-fifth 

2/3 
3/4 
4/7 
7/18 
9/10 
2 1/2 
3 1/4 
2/5 ton 
1/4 kilometre 
1/2 kilometre 

two thirds 
three fourths/quarters 
four sevenths 
seven eighteenths 
nine tenths 
two and a half 
three and a quarter/fourth 
two fifths of a ton 
quarter of a kilometre 
half a kilometre 

 

ДЕСЯТИЧНЫЕ ДРОБИ (THE DECIMAL FRACTIONS)  

ОСОБЕННОСТИ ПИШЕТСЯ ЧИТАЕТСЯ 

В десятичных дробях в англий- 0.2 (zero) point two 

http://study-english.info/article.php
http://study-english.info/article.php
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ском языке ставится точка (point) 
вместо 
запятой 

.2 
0.5 
3.4 
3.215 
53.75 

point two 
(zero) point five 
three point four 
three point two one five 
fifty-three point seven five 

 

 

ДАТЫ  

 
При чтении обозначения года называют два двузначных числа, соответствующих двум первым 
и двум последним цифрам обозначения: 

 
 

ЧТЕНИЕ ОБОЗНАЧЕНИЯ ГОДА 

ПИШЕТСЯ ЧИТАЕТСЯ 

1612 
1812 
1941 
1960 
1900 
1905 

sixteen twelve 
eighteen twelve 
nineteen forty-one 
nineteen sixty 
nineteen hundred 
nineteen o [ou] five 

В таком чтении слово year год не добавляется: 
Pushkin was born in seventeen ninety-nine. Пушкин родился в 1799 году. 

Годы могут читаться и по-другому: 1754 - the year seventeen hundred and fifty-four. Такое 
чтение иногда встречается в документах. 

N. B. 

2000 год — the year two thousand 
Начиная с 2001, годы читаются как количественные числительные: 
2007 — two thousand (and) seven 
 
Начиная с 2010 года всё чаще встречается чтение года как двух чисел:  
2014 - twenty fourteen, 2020 - twenty twenty  

 

 

ОБОЗНАЧЕНИЕ И ЧТЕНИЕ ДАТ  

ПИШЕТСЯ ЧИТАЕТСЯ ПЕРЕВОД 

25th July, 1976 
 
July 25 (25th), 1976 
 
25 July 1976 

The twenty-fifth of July, nineteen 
seventy-six; 
July the twenty-fifth, nineteen 
seventy-six 

 
 
25 июля 1976 года 

 

АНГЛИЙСКИЕ МЕРЫ И ИХ ЭКВИВАЛЕНТЫ 

МЕРА ЭКВИВАЛЕНТ 

1 inch 1 дюйм 2.54 centimetres 2,54 см 

1 foot 1 фут 30.4799 centimetres 30,4799 см 
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1 yard 1 ярд 0.914399 metre 0,914399 м 

1 mile 1 миля 1.609344 kilometres 1,609344 км 

1 ounce 1 унция 28.35 grams 28,35 г 

1 pound 1 фунт 453.59 grams 453,59 г 
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Приложение 2 

 

  BASIC TERMINOLOGY 

9658 - ABSTRUCT  NUMBER - отвлеченное число 

  А FOUR - FIGURE NUMBER - 4-х значное число 

 9 - thousands             - тысячи  

 6 - hundreds - сотни  

 5 - tens - десятки 

 8 - units - единицы 

5 КG. - CONCRETE NUMBER - именованное число 

2  - CARDINAL NUMBER - количественное число 

2
nd

 

 
 - ORDINAL NUMBER      - порядковое число 

+ 5  - PОSIТIVE NUMBER     - положительное число 

- 5  - NEGATIVE NUMBER       - отрицательное число 

а, b, с...... - ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS - алгебраические      символы 

3 1/3 - MIXED NUMBER - смешанное число 

3  - WНOLE NUMBER (INTEGER) - целое число 

1/3  - FRACTION  - дробь  

2, 4, 6, 8 - EVEN NUMBERS   - четные числа 

1,3,5,7    - ODD NUMBERS     - нечетные числа 

2, 3, 5, 7 - PRIME NUMBERS - простые числа 

3+2-1 - COMPLEX NUMBER - комплексное число 

 3  - REAL PART - действительное число 

 2-1  - IMAGINARY PART - мнимая часть 

2/3  - PROPER FRACTION  - правильная дробь 

2  - NUMERATOR    - числитель 

3    - DENOMINATOR    - знаменатель 

3/2  - IMPRORER FRACTION - неправильная дробь 
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Приложение 3 

ACTIVE VOCABULARY OF TEXT 1 (Part 1) 

to assume предполагать 

completeness axiom аксиома завершенности 

concept понятие, концепт 

conveniens содержать 

to fall (fell, falling) (into) удобство 

field axiom аксиома поля 

to indicate указывать 

integer целое число 

to introduce вводить 

irrational иррациональный 

mathematical analysis математический анализ 

nonempty непустой 

notation система записи 

order axiom аксиома порядка 

property свойство 

rational рациональный 

real number действительное число 

to refer (to) ссылаться на 

quotient частное 

to satisfy удовлетворять 

set множество 

subset подмножество 
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ACTIVE VOCABULARY OF TEXT 3 

average средняя величина (значение) 

to be familiar (with) познакомиться с 

to contradict противоречить 

contradiction противоречие 

to denote обозначить 

elementary элементарный 

equation уравнение 

factor множитель, фактор 

factorization разложение на множители 

to imply подразумевать 

in common общий 

infinitely бесконечно 

irrationality иррациональность 

to lie between располагаться между 

multiple кратное число 

to note помнить, иметь в виду 

to obtain получать 

ordinarily обычно, откровенно 

perfect square абсолютный, полный квадрат 

proof доказательство 

to prove доказывать 

side сторона (в уравнении) 

square квадрат, квадратный 

to suppose предполагать 
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ACTIVE VOCABULARY OF TEXT 4 

to differ from отличаться от 

in many ways во многом 

the major difference главное отличие 

the use использование 

are known известны 

directed numbers относительные числа 

signed numbers числа со знаками 

is understood понимается 

it is convenient удобно 

absolute value абсолютная величина 

sign знак 

 

 

ACTIVE VOCABULARY OF TEXT 6 

to cancel сокращать 

denominator знаменатель 

dividend делимое 

divisor делитель 

fraction дробь 

numerator числитель 

to reduce сокращать, преобразовывать 

to resolve разлагать 
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Приложение 4 

ACTIVE VOCABULARY (Part 2)  

Компьютерное оборудование, техника 

analog computer – аналоговый компьютер 

arithmetic logic unit (ALU) – арифметическо-логическое устройство (АЛУ) 

BD / BRD (= Blu-ray Disc) - диск Blu-ray 

cable - кабель 

cell phone - сотовый телефон 

compact disc (= CD) – компакт диск 

computer – компьютер 

computer case / computer chassis / system unit / case – системный блок 

computer cooling – система охлаждения компьютера 

central processing unit (CPU) – центральный процессор (ЦП), центральное 

процессорное устройство (ЦПУ) 

desktop computer - настольный компьютер, стационарный компьютер 

digital computer – цифровой компьютер 

earpieces / earbuds / earphones - наушники (вставляемые в ухо) 

DVD (= Digital Versatile Disc / Digital Video Disc) - диск DVD (цифровой 

многоцелевой диск / цифровой видеодиск) 

flash drive / USB flash drive – флэш карта / USB-флэш-накопитель 

floppy disk – дискета 

floppy disk drive - дисковод 

gigahertz (GHz) - гигагерц (ГГц) 

hard disk drive (HDD) / hard disk / hard drive – жесткий диск, накопитель 

на жестких магнитных дисках (НЖМД) 

hardware [ 'hɑ:dwɛə ] – аппаратное обеспечение 

headphones - наушники (надеваемые поверх ушей) 

hertz (Hz) - Герц (Гц) 

HD (High Definition) - высокое качество 

keyboard [ 'ki:bɔ:d ] - клавиатура 

laptop / notebook - ноутбук 

megahertz (MHz) - мегагерц (МГц) 

memory - память 

microphone / mic [ maik ] - микрофон 

mobile phone - мобильный телефон 

modem [ 'məudəm ] - модем 

monitor [ 'mɔnitə ] – монитор 

motherboard – материнская плата 

mouse – мышь, мышка, манипулятор "мышь" 

mouse mat (BrE) / mousepad (AmE) – коврик для мыши 
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palmtop [ 'pɑ:mtɒp ] - карманный компьютер / "наладонник" 

PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) - КПК (карманный персональный компь-

ютер) 

personal computer (PC) – персональный компьютер 

power cable - сетевой кабель / шнур питания / кабель электропитания 

printer - принтер 

processor speed / processor frequence / CPU speed / CPU frequency - ско-

рость процессора / частота процессора 

random-access memory ( RAM) – запоминающее устройство с произволь-

ным доступом (ЗУПД) / запоминающее устройство с произвольной выбор-

кой (ЗУПВ) (также часто обозначает оперативную память компьютера, 

оперативное запоминающее устройство ( ОЗУ)) 

Read Only Memory (ROM) - постоянное запоминающее устройство (ПЗУ) 

scanner - сканер / сканирующее устройство 

screen - экран 

smartphone - смартфон 

sound card / audio card – звуковая плата / звуковая карта / аудиокарта 

space bar - клавиша "пробел" 

speakers - колонки 

tablet computer / tablet - планшетный компьютер / планшет 

TFT (Thin Film Transistor) - тонкопленочный транзистор 

USB (Universal Serial Bus) - универсальная последовательная шина 

USB flash drive - USB-накопитель / флэш-накопитель 

video card / video adapter / graphics-accelerator card / display adapter / 

graphics card – видеокарта / графическая плата / графический ускоритель / 

графическая карта / видеоадаптер 

wireless router - беспроводной маршрутизатор 

 

 

Программное обеспечение, работа с программами 

antivirus software / anti-virus software - антивирус / антивирусное про-

граммное обеспечение / антивирусная программа 

application / app - приложение / программа  

artificial intelligence (AI) – искусственный интеллект (ИИ) 

assembler [ ə'semblə ] – ассемблер (язык программирования низкого уров-

ня) 

backup [ 'bækʌp ] - резервная копия 

BASIC (Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) – бейсик (уни-

версальный код символических инструкций для начинающих) 

binary numeral system / base-2 number system – двоичная система счисле-

ния (использующая только нули и единицы) 
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bit / binary digit – бит (самая меньшая единица хранения и обработки 

цифровой информации) 

boot disk - загрузочный диск (диск (как правило, жесткий диск), с которо-

го происходит загрузка и настройка ПО для компьютера) 

bug - ошибка / "баг" (ошибка в программе, нарушающая правильную рабо-

ту) 

byte – байт (единица хранения и обработки цифровой информации, равная 

8 битам) 

cache [ kæʃ ] - кэш / кэширование (вид быстрой памяти, используемой для 

временного хранения данных) 

character [ 'kærəktə ] – символ (любое символьное обозначение – цифра, 

буква, и т.п.) 

click - клик 

clipboard - буфер обмена (временное хранилище данных в памяти компь-

ютера, предназначенное для переноса и копирования между приложения-

ми) 

COBOL [ 'kəubəl ] (COmmon Business-Oriented Language) – Кобол (язык 

программирования, предназначенный, в первую очередь, для разработки 

бизнес-приложений) 

compiler – компилятор (программа, переводящая текст программы на 

языке высокого уровня в эквивалентную программу на машинном языке) 

crash - сбой / поломка 

cursor [ 'kɜ:sə ] – курсор 

cyberspace [ 'saibəˌspeis ] – киберпространство 

data [ 'deitə ] - данные (информация, хранящаяся на компьютере, в любом 

виде - текстовом, графическом, аудио, видео, и т.д.) 

database - база данных 

debugging – отладка (программы) 

document [ 'dɔkjumənt ] - документ 

DOS (Disk Operating System) – ДОС (дисковая операционная система) 

driver - драйвер (специальное программное обеспечение, позволяющее 

компьютеру работать с каким-либо устройством (например, с принте-

ром)) 

ebook [ 'i:buk ] - электронная книга (текст, который можно скачать и 

прочитать на компьютере или другом устройстве) 

file – файл 

folder / directory [ di'rektəri ] - папка / директория 

font – шрифт 

format [ 'fɔ:mæt ] - формат 

Fortran / FORTRAN (Mathematical Formula Translating System) – Фор-

тран (первый язык программирования высокого уровня, имеющий транс-

лятор) 
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gigabyte (Gb) [ 'gigəbait ] – гигабайт (гб) (единица измерения количества 

информации, равная 1024 мегабайтам) 

icon [ 'aikɔn ] - иконка / значок / пиктограмма 

installation [ instə'leiʃn ] - инсталляция / установка (программы) 

interface [ 'intəfeis ] – интерфейс 

kilobyte (Kb) - килобайт (кб) 

lower case / lowercase - нижний регистр (строчные буквы) 

megabyte (Mb) – мегабайт (мб) (единица измерения количества информа-

ции, равная 1024 байтам) 

menu [ 'menju: ] – меню 

operating system (OS) - операционная система (ОС) 

password - пароль 

pixel [ 'piksil ] - пиксель 

program [ 'prəugræm ] - программа 

resolution - разрешение 

screenshot - снимок экрана / скриншот / скрин (изображение, показываю-

щее то, что пользователь видит на экране) 

shortcut - ярлык (файл, служащий указателем на какой-либо объект, про-

грамму, команду, и т.п.) 

software / computer software – программное обеспечение 

space - пробел 

spreadsheet - электронная таблица 

terabyte (Tb) – терабайт (тб) (единица измерения количества информации, 

равная 1024 гигабайтам) 

underscore - знак подчеркивания 

upper case / uppercase - верхний регистр (прописные буквы) 

virus [ 'vaiərəs ] - вирус 

word processor - текстовый процессор / текстовый редактор 

 

 

Сети, интернет, работа в интернете 

account [ ə'kaunt ] - аккаунт / учетная запись 

at sign (= @) - а коммерческое / коммерческое at / знак "собака" 

bluetooth [ 'blu:tu:θ ] - блютус 

broadband Internet - широкополосный интернет / широкополосный дос-

туп в интернет 

browser [ 'brausə ] / web browser / internet browser – веб-обозреватель, 

браузер 

cookies - куки (данные, содержащие информацию о времени и дате посе-

щения вебсайтов) 

dot [ dɔt ] - точка (используется в адресе сайта)) 
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downloading and uploading – скачивание и закачивание (термины, приме-

няющиеся в отношении данных, передаваемых между двумя вычислитель-

ными системами) 

electronic mail / e-mail / email – электронная почта 

email address - адрес электронной почты 

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) - ЧаВо (часто задаваемые вопросы) 

firewall - брандмауэр / сетевой экран 

home page / homepage - главная страница / домашняя страница / начальная 

страница 

hotspot - точка доступа 

hypertext [ 'haipəˌtekst ] – гипертекст 

Internet [ 'intənet ] – интернет 

Internet service provider (ISP) - интернет-провайдер / провайдер / постав-

щик услуг интернета 

IP (Internet Protocol) address - ай-пи адрес (уникальный адрес узла (ком-

пьютера) в сети) 

link - ссылка 

local area network (LAN) – локальная вычислительная сеть (ЛВС) / ло-

кальная сеть 

login [ 'lɒgin ] - логин 

mail box - почтовый ящик (используемый для обмена электронными сооб-

щениями) 

network - сеть 

page / web page / webpage - страница / веб-страница / интернет-страница 

search engine - поисковая система 

server - сервер 

slash - слэш / косая черта 

username - имя пользователя / логин 

web hosting - веб-хостинг / хостинг 

webmaster - веб-мастер / вебмастер 

website / web site - вебсайт / сайт 

wireless internet (= WiFi) - беспроводной интернет / беспроводной доступ 

в интернет 

World Wide Web (WWW) / the Web - Всемирная паутина / веб 
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